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ABSTRACT. This paper investigates a model in which a monopolist obtains information
about her customers’ preferences by delivering her product, and can disclose the same
information to other sellers, at a price. More refined information is a more effective facilitator
of further exchanges, and boosts competition among the sellers using it, but entails a greater
nuisance for the consumers. The actual nuisance implied by any given disclosure level differs
across consumers. The monopolist makes two alternative offers. In equilibrium, the prices
can induce too many consumers to choose the low disclosure-offer, the disclosure levels
can be inconsistent with surplus maximization, and the average disclosure level is lower
than the surplus-maximizing one. A lower proportional participation of the monopolist
in the profits from the induced exchanges typically entails more differentiated disclosure
levels; the response of the average level is non-monotonic. The high disclosure-offer can
feature a higher price, due to the higher probability of further trade and to the more intense
competition among the sellers.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Motivation and results. The sellers of many products and services can gather valuable
information about their customers’ habits and preferences by observing both the buyers’
purchase decisions and the use made of their products. For example, information about the
friends or “contacts” and the hobbies of the members of a social media network can allow a
seller to form an accurate assessment of the valuations for recreational activities and travel
packages. Similarly, a supplier of specialized equipment and/or of the technical expertise
necessary to operate it may be able to identify the best options available to a customer even
in the case of products offered by other sellers.

Firms may collect information about the customers’ geographic location, gender, age,
address, as well as further personal details, which they may either use directly, or offer to
other firms. In the latter case, the purchasing firm may in turn either make a direct use
of the information, or parse it together with other information and offer it in the market
for “third party data” (AdExchanger , 2015). The on-going stream of innovations in the
information and communication technology has contributed to shaping this scenario both
by creating new opportunities to customize the products and by facilitating the collection
and the sharing of information.

These informational activities generally entail costs and risks for the buyers (Acquisti
, 2010; Tucker , 2012). Knowing that personal data is being collected and disclosed may
cause discomfort, and dealing with unsolicited offers may be a time-consuming activity.
The disclosure of personal information may also allow malicious parties to identify any
vulnerable “virtual trails” and routines, and thereby facilitate identity theft (Anderson, Durbin
and Salinger , 2008; IdentityTheft.com , 2013). This phenomenonmay take the form of (i) the
theft of information released during the transactions, (ii) hacking into electronic devices
operated by the consumers and the firms’ data-bases, and (iii) the creation of “phishing”
schemes whose perpetrators impersonate parties to which the information could safely be
disclosed, possibly on a contractual basis.
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Many consumers are aware of these costs and risks, and do take steps to control them. Both
the risks faced and the opportunities to avoid them can depend on personal characteristics
such as occupation, wealth, and tech-savviness. The willingness to carry out transactions
which entail information disclosure is generally affected by factors such as internet literacy,
social awareness, risk-perception and the general inclination to trust people (Li , 2014; Li,
Sarathy and Xu , 2011; Liao, Liu and Chen, 2011). The disclosure decisions do seem to
respond to monetary incentives as well. In a 2013 survey by Etailing Solutions, 41% of the
respondents expressed their willingness to make personal information available to marketers
in exchange for monetary rewards (eMarketer , 2013).

In this paper, we investigate a model in which a monopolist obtains personal information
about the consumers who purchase her product, and can sell the same information to the
sellers of other products. More refined information is a more effective facilitator of further
exchanges, and boosts competition among the sellers using it. On the other hand, the
consumers face idiosyncratic, privately known losses whose size is positively related to the
amount of information disclosed. We allow the monopolist to make two alternative offers to
the consumers. This modeling choice is motivated by the small number of options faced
by the users of many online services and media outlets, whose menus include a free, basic
functionality level and a premium level requiring registration and/or the payment of a fee.
Some numerical experiments that we carried out suggest that the losses in terms of the
monopolist’s profit, compared to case of one offer for each consumer type, are relatively
small - and thus in line with the findings of the literature on “small menus” (Bergemann,
Shen, Xu and Yeh , 2015; Blumrosen, Nisan and Segal , 2007; Wong , 2014). These losses
could generally be offset by the costs and errors induced by the greater complexity of the
contracts, beyond a point.

Taking maximization of the surplus from the induced exchanges as our benchmark, we
find that:

(1) The prices chosen by the monopolist can induce an excessively large number of
consumers to choose the low disclosure-offer; the price charged in the low disclosure
offer may actually be lower than their valuation for her product.

(2) The disclosure levels can be sub-optimal; together with the result in 1, this effect
implies that the average disclosure level is lower than the surplus maximizing one.

(3) A lower (exogenous) proportional participation of the monopolist in the profits
realized thanks to the information disclosed typically entails more differentiated
disclosure levels. Exceptions, possibly coinciding with discontinuities, may occur.
Also, the average disclosure level is generally non-monotonic.

The paper thus identifies a setting in which calls for limitations to information disclosure
are not justified. The result in point 3 also suggests that useful gauges of the adequacy of
information disclosure should take into account a wide spectrum of consumer types, along
with the contracts they enter. Casual observations of extreme disclosure levels - as striking
and easily noticeable as they may be - may be the basis for incorrect conclusions.

The results in points 1 and 2 essentially follow from the fact that greater disclosure levels
boost the effects of dispersion of the value of the nuisance parameter across consumers,
and can thereby hurt the monopolist’s revenue. A relatively small value of the lower
disclosure level makes it less costly for the monopolist to guarantee market participation
of the consumers who are more exposed to losses. Moreover, a low disclosure level in the
high disclosure offer and/or a small set of consumers served under it reduce the profit to be
forgone to ensure consumer self-selection.

Point 1 also reflects a difference between our model and other, related models of two-sided
platforms linking potential exchange partners, such as the models of advertising in media
outlets surveyed in Anderson and Gabszewicz (2006), in which the sellers have monopoly
power. In these models, unless exposure to advertising entails a direct positive payoff, higher
levels of it must find a counterpart in lower prices charged to the consumers. By contrast,
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following Butters (1977), we allow for competition among the sellers - a possibility which
may be especially relevant in the case of internet markets. The consumers choosing the
high disclosure-offer thus face both a greater probability of receiving multiple offers from
the sellers who purchase information about them, and a greater surplus from the induced
transactions, and are willing to pay a relatively high price to the monopolist.

The endogenous distribution of the surplus from the induced exchanges also lies behind
the result in point 3. As the exchanges with the consumers who choose the low disclosure-
offer are more profitable for the sellers, a lower proportional participation in the sellers’
profits typically induces the monopolist to decrease the disclosure level corresponding
to this offer. At the same time, the monopolist would generally also increase the higher
disclosure level, under which the consumers retain a larger fraction of the surplus, to make
the respective offer more appealing.

The effect noted in the two previous paragraphs could play a role in the study of pricing
models frequently used by media outlets and the providers of online services. For example,
premium access to many online newspapers and magazines requires registration, along with
the payment of a fee, and thus reveals personal information that is not disclosed if the basic,
free functionality is chosen. The resulting improved choice of the advertisements presented
could have pro-competitive effects, and could therefore be especially beneficial for the
readers. On a related note, Kaiser and Song (2009) find that the readers in many magazine
segments, particularly those in which advertisements are relatively more informative, do
appreciate advertising. A full analysis of this point, taking into account the different levels
of service, can be an interesting topic for future research.

1.2. Related literature. The incentives to gather and to sell information and the welfare
effects of different regulatory regimes are investigated in a number of works. Many earlier
contributions are surveyed in Hui and Png (2006). Ghosh and Roth (2015) characterize
incentive-compatible auction mechanisms that can be used to purchase information from
individuals facing privately known disclosure losses. Bergemann and Bonatti (2015) focus
on the acquisition and pricing strategies of a data-provider selling personal information
to other firms, considering also bundling and non-linear prices. Li and Raghunathan
(2014) characterize an incentive-compatible mechanism that a data-provider could use to
sell personal information, in the presence of a risk of inappropriate use. Campbell, Goldfarb
and Tucker (2015) consider a model with two sellers, and show that consent-based privacy
regulations can favor the seller who offers a wider range of products. In the present paper,
we consider both the problem faced by the individuals who make the information available
and the problem faced by the firms which use it, along with the problem of the intermediary
through which they interact, with an endogenous intensity of competition in the product
market.

Casadesus-Masanell and Hervas-Drane (2015) consider a duopoly market whereby
the consumers can disclose information which allows the sellers to provide them with
more valuable products. As in our paper, the duopolists can offer the information to other
sellers, and thereby possibly harm the consumers. However, the valuations for the products
- rather than the disclosure losses - are idiosyncratic, and the price of the information is
exogenous. Their main focus is on how the information-related transactions contribute to
shaping competition between the providers, whereas our main focus is on the consequences
of information disclosure for the users and the consumers. Competition between information
providers can be an interesting topic for investigation in extentions of the present paper.

Hann, Hui, Lee and Png (2008) investigate a model in which some monopolists market
their products through solicitations which entail a disutility for the consumers, and the
consumers can resort to alternative forms of marketing avoidance. Unlike in the present
paper, the parties interact directly, and prior commitments concerning the intensity of the
marketing effort are not possible. de Corniére and De Nijs (2016) investigate disclosure
of customer information by an ad-supported platform to the sellers bidding for a slot. Kim
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and Wagman (2008) investigate, both theoretically and empirically, a setting in which some
financial firms can screen their counter-parties in the transactions and sell the information
obtained. In both cases, the seller who purchases the information has a monopoly position,
ex-post.

Acquisti and Varian (2005), Calzolari and Pavan (2005), Hermalin and Katz (2006)
and Taylor (2004) investigate models in which each individual’s valuations for different
products are positively correlated, and some prices may be set taking into account the
information revealed by the decisions of the buyers facing them. A further branch of the
literature focuses on cases in which information disclosure has no direct utility effects,
but affects the consumers’ payoffs via price discrimination. Earlier works in this area are
surveyed in Fudenberg and Villas-Boas (2006). Miettinen and Stenbacka (2015) and Shy
and Stenbacka (2016) consider cases in which the sellers can gather further information
about the customers. The latter paper also considers the possibility for the sellers to share
customer information among them. Conitzer, Taylor and Wagman (2012) investigate a
setting in which the consumers may take measures to preserve their anonimity, and changes
in the costs they must bear to achieve this goal may have counter-intuitive effects.

Acquisti and Varian (2005) and Taylor (2004) also consider cases in which the buyers’
are not aware of the consequences of disclosure. Arora, Forman, Nandkumar and Telang
(2010) investigate the effects of competition on the level of security featured by software
products. Both topics could be considered in further research.

1.3. Plan of the paper. The model is described in Section 2. Section 3 focuses on surplus
maximization, and Section 4 establishes existence of equilibrium. Section 5 and Section 6
characterize and discuss the properties of the versions of the model in which the monopolist
appropriates the sellers’ profits fully and only in part, respectively. The latter version is
investigated by using numerical analysis. Section 7 contains some concluding remarks. All
proofs are in the Appendix.

2. THE MODEL

The model features:
(1) A continuum of consumers with finite measure, normalized to 1.
(2) A monopolist who can obtain information about the consumers’ preferences by

selling her product (or service) to them.
(3) A continuum of (generic) sellers, also with unit measure, who can use the consumers’

personal information for marketing purposes.
All agents are risk-neutral. The monopolist’s product is traded in indivisible units, and

each consumer receives a direct utility vM ∈ ℝ++ from consumption of one unit of it;
consumption of further units yields no additional utility. We make the standard assumption
of a “large” value of vM (or of “covered market”), such that purchasing the product yields
a non-negative net utility to all consumers, in equilibrium. Production takes place under
constant returns to scale, at the unit cost of 0; the utility vM could also be understood as a
margin over a positive cost.

The monopolist makes two alternative offers to the consumers,1 denoted by H and L.
Formally, an offer � ∈ {H,L} is a pair

(

��, p�
)

∈ ℝ+ ×ℝ, where �� is the disclosure level
and p� is the price. A larger value of �� corresponds to more precise information made
available to the sellers, which can in turn make it easier to identify both the products of
interest and also the vulnerabilities of each consumer. With no loss of generality, we choose

1As we mentioned in the Introduction, the profit loss deriving from the use of a binary menu are generally small.
For example, in the case considered in Section 5, with � = 2, vG = 1 and � = 1, this loss is approximately equal to
11% of the profit achievable with a menu in which each consumer type is matched by a distinct, incentive-compatible
option.
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labels such that offerH features the higher disclosure level, namely �H ≥ �L, and use

ℝ2,≥+ =
{(

�H , �L
)

∈ ℝ2+|�H ≥ �L
}

to denote the subset of the Euclidean plane in which this restriction holds. The monopolist
is committed to the terms announced. The price p� may be negative. A price lower than the
valuation vM may be justified by the value of the information disclosed. Rewards for the
users of two-sided platforms are extensively investigated in the literature (Anderson and
Gabszewicz , 2006).

Each generic seller offers indivisible units of a single product. As in the case of the
monopolist, we assume unit demand and a production cost equal to 0. The consumers’
valuations have binary distributions over the set

{

0, vG
}

, where vG ∈ ℝ++. To justify the
matching problem, we can imagine the set of the sellers as being partitioned into subsets
of identical size. The sellers in each subset offer the product of choice of the consumers
representing an identical fraction of the respective population - see for example Burdett,
Coles, Kiyotaki and Wright (1995); the consumers’ preferences for these products are
distributed independently of the nuisance parameter �.

Each seller can use the information purchased from the monopolist to contact some of
the consumers who have a positive valuation for her product. We postulate a random routine
under which a consumer willing to disclose more refined information receives a greater
number of offers, in expectation. Similarly to other papers featuring a random arrival of
exchange opportunities (Dang, Hu and Liu , 2015; Mortensen , 2003), we posit a Poisson
distributional form: Each customer choosing offer � ∈ {H,L} receives k ∈ {0, 1, 2, ...}

offers for products for which she has a positive valuation with probability �k =
e−���(���)k

k! .
The exogenous parameter � ∈ ℝ++ captures technical efficiency, and measures the expected
number of sellers of a valuable product who contact the consumers, per unit of information
disclosed.

As is usually the case in the literature on two-sided platforms (Anderson and Gabszewicz
, 2006), the links between the sellers and the consumers can only be established through
the information provided by the platform - the monopolist, in our case. The price of the
information disclosed is determined by Nash-bargaining on each seller’s gross profit, with
disagreement points equal to 0. The weights are exogenous and equal to � and 1 − � for
the monopolist an for the seller. Hence, the fractions of the profit respectively received are
equal to � and to 1 − �. The case of � = 1 is equivalent to the case in which the information
is offered at the monopoly price. The price is paid upon purchase of the information, and is
based on the expected profit. By risk-neutrality, this assumption entails no loss of generality.

The sellers set the prices of their products. The price charged to each consumer can be
made conditional on the offer accepted. As we shall see, the choice of the high disclosure-
offer entails a lower expected transaction price, due both to the greater number of offers
received and to the more aggressive pricing strategies used by the sellers. The former effect
does not rely on price-discrimination, which is thus not critical for our results.

The monopolist can prevent each seller from sharing the information purchased with other
sellers. To achieve this goal, the monopolist could disclose information in a seller-specific
format - for example by indicating to each seller some specific consumers of interest, rather
than by providing more general information. However, the monopolist cannot impose any
price or range of prices at which the sellers’ products should be offered to the consumers.

We use a standard vertical differentiation framework to model the utility consequences
of disclosure (Mussa and Rosen , 1988; Moorthy , 1988). A consumer choosing offer
� ∈ {H,L} bears a direct utility loss ���, where the nuisance parameter � is uniformly
distributed over the interval [0, 1]. Each consumer privately knows the own realization of
�. The expected surplus that a consumer choosing offer � ∈ {H,L} realizes in the market
for generic products, net of the price paid to the seller, is denoted by �� ∈ ℝ+. The net
expected payoff for a consumer of type � ∈ [0, 1] who chooses option � ∈ {H,L, �}, where
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� denotes turning down both offers, is

u�(�) =

{

vM − p� − ��� + ��, if � ∈ {H,L},
0 if � = �.

(1)

The timing is as follows:
(1) The monopolist makes her offers to the consumers.
(2) The consumers decide whether to accept one of the offers, or neither offer.
(3) The monopolist sells the information gathered to the sellers.
(4) The transactions in the market for generic products are finalized.

The decisions made in each stage are common knowledge in the following stages.
The equilibrium concept is Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium. We thus require the monopolist

and the sellers to evaluate the payoffs from their alternative strategies by considering the
consumers’ optimal responses, both on and off the equilibrium path. Also, the consumers
must take into account all gains and losses from information disclosure, given the monopo-
list’s and the sellers’ strategies. We focus on deterministic strategies used by the monopolist.
For each � ∈ [0, 1], let

Φ� = {� ∈ {H,L, �}|u�(�) ≥ u�
(

�′
)

for every �′ ∈ {H,L, �}} (2)

denote the set of the best options faced by a consumer of type �. The set of the values of �
for which Φ� is not a singleton has always measure 0 in [0, 1]. Hence, the criterion used by
the consumers to choose among multiple best responses has no effects on the results of the
paper. We state the requirements for equilibrium in Definition 1; the superscript E generally
denotes equilibrium values of the variables.

Definition 1. An equilibrium is:
(1) A pair of offers

((

�EH , �
E
H
)

,
(

�EL , �
E
L
))

, maximizing the monopolist’s profit.
(2) A profit-maximizing strategy for each generic seller, consisting of a criterion used to

decide whether to purchase the information gathered by the monopolist under one
or both offers, or not, and two pricing strategies, one for the consumers choosing
each offer.

(3) An optimal shopping strategy ��,E ∈ Φ�,E , where Φ�,E is defined by using (2), for
each consumer type � ∈ [0, 1].

The market for generic products admits (only) active equilibria in which the consumers
faced random prices (Baye, Kovenock and de Vries , 1992; Butters , 1977; Varian , 1980).
For any disclosure level ��, the variables of interest, besides the consumer surplus ��, are
the total surplus �� and the profit per seller  �. Each seller’s profit is understood as inclusive
of the monopolist’s participation, which is thus equal to � �. The equilibrium values of
these variables are stated in Lemma 1.

Lemma 1. In the equilibrium of the market for generic products, under offer � ∈ {H,L},
the expected values of the total surplus, the gross profit per seller and the consumer surplus
are

�� =
(

1 − e−��� − ���e
−���

)

vG, (3a)

 � = e
−���vG, (3b)

�� =
(

1 − e−���
)

vG. (3c)

The total surplus �� is monotonically increasing and concave in ��. The profit  � is first
increasing and then decreasing in ��, due to the tension between the greater probability of
an exchange and the greater number of potential competitors, and peaks at �� = �−1. The
consumer surplus �� is monotonically increasing in �� and approaches the total surplus ��
as �� → ∞, under the pressure of increasing competition among the sellers.
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As the demand of each consumer who receives at least one offer is certainly satisfied, the
equilibrium of the market for generic products guarantees surplus maximization, conditional
on the values of the disclosure parameters. We consider equations (3) as parts of each
configuration that we investigate below.

3. SURPLUS MAXIMIZATION

In this Section, we characterize the solution to the problem faced by a planner who chooses
the disclosure levels and matches consumers and offers to maximize the expected surplus
generated by the exchanges, net of the disclosure losses. Considering (1), the consumers
with values of the nuisance parameter � smaller and greater than some l ∈ [0, 1] should
respectively choose offerH and offer L, and the planner’s objective function and problem
can be written as

w
(

�H , �L,l
)

= vM + ∫

l

0

((

1 − e−�H �
)

vG − �H�
)

d�

+ ∫

1

l

((

1 − e−�L�
)

vG − �L�
)

d�

= vM +
(

l
(

1 − e−�H �
)

+ (1 − l)
(

1 − e−�L�
))

vG

− 1 − l2

2
�L −

l2

2
�H . (4)

and as
max

(�H ,�L,l)∈ℝ2,≥+ ×[0,1]

{

w
(

�H , �L,l
)}

, (5)

respectively. The results concerning surplus maximization are stated in Proposition 1, where
we refer to the equations

e�H � − 2�H� − 1 = 0, (6)

l log
(

l + 1
l

)

= 1
2
. (7)

Proposition 1. The values of the disclosure parameters and the watershed value of the
nuisance parameter that solve (5) are

(

�WH , �
W
L
)

=

{(

�H , 0
)

, if �vG <
l∗+1
2 ,

(

1
� log

(

2�vG
l∗

)

, 1� log
(

2�vG
l∗+1

))

, if �vG ≥ l∗+1
2 ,

(8)

and

lW =

{

2�vGe−�H � , if �vG <
l∗+1
2 ,

l∗, if �vG ≥ l∗+1
2 ,

(9)

where �H is the unique positive value of �H that solves (6), and l∗, approximately equal to
0.39795, is the unique value of l that solves (7).

The allocation characterized in Proposition 1 could be implemented by allowing each
consumer to retain the full surplus from the exchanges.

4. EQUILIBRIUM EXISTENCE

The value of the nuisance parameter for which a consumer who were ideally forced to
accept one of the two offers would be indifferent between them is

�
(

�H , �L, pH , pL
)

=
�H − pH −

(

�L − pL
)

�H − �L
. (10)

The presence of the terms expressing the consumer surplus in the market for generic products,
�H and �L, differentiates (10) from the corresponding expression in the standard model of
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vertical differentiation (Moorthy , 1988; Mussa and Rosen , 1988). (10) also differs from
the expression for the surplus maximizing value of the watershed in (A.3), which is derived
by replacing the consumer surplus by the total surplus, and does not feature the prices pH
and pL.

The assumptions of a high value of vM and bounded gains from disclosure guarantee full
market coverage, at the monopolist’s optimum. Lemma 2 states that the offers must exactly
guarantee market coverage, leaving the consumer type � = 1 indifferent between accepting
the best offer faced and rejecting it.

Lemma 2. In equilibrium, (almost) all consumers accept either offerH or offer L. More-
over, the consumer type � = 1 is the only one facing a net expected surplus from market
participation equal to 0, namely Φ1,E in (2) contains both � and at least one offer between
H and L, and any offer �′ belonging to it is such that

vM − p�′ − 1 + ��′ = 0. (11)

A further observation that allows us to dispense with unnecessary notational complica-
tions, formally stated in Lemma 3, is that the monopolist always uses both offers to cover
the market.

Lemma 3. At the optimum, offers H and L feature different disclosure levels, and each
offer is chosen by a set of consumers with positive measure.

Lemma 3 relies on the observation that if all consumers chose the same offer, the monop-
olist could certainly increase her profit by targeting the consumers with the lower values
of the nuisance parameter with an offer featuring a relatively high disclosure level. A
corresponding result, used in the proof of Proposition 1, does hold in the case of surplus
maximization. An immediate corollary of Lemma 3 is that the optimized profit is strictly
greater than vM , which can be realized with a single no-disclosure offer.

Motivated by Lemma 2 and Lemma 3, we restrict attention to the set of the monopolist’s
strategies such that both offers are chosen by sets of consumers with positive measure and
the market is exactly covered, denoted by :

 =
{

(

�H , �L, pH , pL
)

∈ ℝ2,≥+ ×ℝ2|

�
(

�H , �L, pH , pL
)

∈ (0, 1) and (2) holds
}

. (12)

The demand functions for the two offers can then be written as
DH

(

�H , �L, pH , pL
)

= �
(

�H , �L, pH , pL
)

, (13a)
DL

(

�H , �L, pH , pL
)

= 1 − �
(

�H , �L, pH , pL
)

. (13b)
and the monopolist’s profit and maximization problem are

�
(

�H , �L, pH , pL
)

=
(

pH + � H
)

DH
(

�H , �L, pH , pL
)

+
(

pL + � L
)

DL
(

�H , �L, pH , pL
)

, (14)

max
(�H ,�L,pH ,pL)∈

{

�
(

�H , �L, pH , pL
)}

. (15)

Lemma 4 characterizes the prices that the monopolist would charge to the consumers,
for values of the disclosure variables compatible with an optimum.

Lemma 4. A necessary condition for a quadruple
(

�H , �L, pH , pL
)

∈  to solve the
monopolist’s problem (15) is pH = p∗H

(

�H , �L
)

, pL = p∗L
(

�H , �L
)

, where

p∗H
(

�H , �L
)

= vM − �L (16a)

+

(

1 −

(

1 + �(1 + �)�H
)

e−�H � +
(

1 + � (1 − �) �L
)

e−�L�

2

)

vG,
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p∗L
(

�H , �L
)

= vM − �L +
(

1 − e−�L�
(

�L� + 1
))

vG. (16b)

If �L ≤ �
�(�+1) , then an interval

(

�L, �′
)

exists such that p∗L
(

�H , �L
)

> p∗H
(

�H , �L
)

for
values of �H belonging to it. Essentially, if the disclosure levels are relatively low and close
between them, and the participation parameter � takes on large values, then a substantial part
of the surplus realized under both offers takes the form of profits, and offerH is relatively
profitable for the monopolist. Hence, the prices induce a large fraction of the consumers to
accept it. However, in the analysis presented below, we have not identified any equilibria
featuring the strict inequality pEH < pEL .

Proposition 2 establishes equilibrium existence.

Proposition 2. The model with decentralized exchanges a an equilibrium.

If the monopolist fully appropriates the profit from the induced exchanges, the equilibrium
is unique, as we shall see in Section 5. Under partial appropriation, the numerical results
reported in Section 6, highlighting the possibility of discontinuous responses to changes
in the participation parameter �, suggest that two equilibria exist in particular points of the
parameter space.

5. EQUILIBRIUM WITH FULL PROFIT APPROPRIATION

In the present Section, we focus on the case in which the monopolist fully appropriates
the profits from the induced exchanges. This case is amenable to more extensive analytical
investigation than that of incomplete appropriation, which we investigate numerically in
Section 6. Proposition 3 characterizes the equilibrium.

Proposition 3. If � = 1, then the equilibrium values of the disclosure variable and the
watershed value of the nuisance parameter are

(

�EH , �
E
L
)

=

{(

�H , 0
)

, if �vG ≤ l∗ + 1,
(

1
� log

(

�vG
l∗+1

)

, 1� log
(

�vG
l∗

))

, if �vG > l∗ + 1,
(17)

and

iE =

{

�vGe−�H � if �vG ≤ l∗ + 1,
l∗, if �vG > l∗ + 1.

(18)

where �H and l∗ are the unique positive solutions to (6) and to (7).

If �vG > l∗ + 1, then both the solution to the planner’s problem and the equilibrium
feature strictly positive values of the disclosure parameters, and the difference between the
optimized and the equilibrium surplus is equal to 1−log(2)

2� . The gap is partly due to the fact
that the equilibrium values of the disclosure parameters �EH and �EL are both smaller than
their surplus maximizing counterparts. Moreover, the equilibrium watershed value of the
nuisance parameter is equal to l∗, whereas the surplus maximizing value conditional on
�EH and �EL is equal to 2l∗. Hence, the equilibrium disclosure level is too small, on average.
The surplus gap does depend on the arrival parameter �, but not on the valuation vG, and
vanishes as � approaches infinity.

If �vG ≤ l∗+1
2 , then the disclosure levels that maximize the surplus from the exchanges

coincide with the equilibrium levels. Comparison of (9) and (18) reveals however that also
in this case, the surplus maximizing watershed value of � is twice as large as the equilibrium
value, and the average disclosure level is therefore too small. For values of the product �vG
between l∗+1

2 and l∗ + 1, the planner’s problem and the equilibrium respectively feature
an interior and a boundary solution, with a smooth transition between the two regimes
discussed above.

It is readily verified that pEH − pEL is strictly positive if �vG > l∗ + 1; otherwise, the two
prices are both equal to vM . Thus, in the former case, the consumers choosing offerH are
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willing to pay a premium for the additional surplus made possible by the greater expected
number of offers and by the sellers’ more aggressive pricing strategies. Also, the consumers
choosing offer L may be subsidized, as pEL < vM holds for values of the product �vG in a
right-neighborhood of l∗ + 1.

Figure 1 illustrates some incentive-compatible patterns of division of the surplus from the
induced exchanges, in an example with � = 2 and vG = 1. The value of vM is not relevant,
as far as full market coverage is guaranteed. Figures 1a and 1b respectively illustrate the
equilibrium surplus distribution and the distribution defined by the surplus maximizing
prices, given the equilibrium values of the disclosure variables. The value of pL is identical
in the two cases. However, the value of pH supporting the surplus-maximizing watershed
� = 2l, denoted by p′H , is unprofitably low for the monopolist. As �EH > �EL , we have in
fact

p′H = pEL + �
E
H − �EL − 2l

∗ (�EH − �EL
)

< pEL + �
E
H − �EL − l∗

(

�EH − �EL
)

= pEH .

(A) The monopoly solution. (B) The surplus max-
imizing solution con-
ditional on the values
of the disclosure vari-
ables chosen by themo-
nopolist.

(C) The full surplus
maximizing solution.

FIGURE 1. Incentive-compatible patterns of surplus-distribution under
three alternative arrangements, in an example with � = 1 and � = 2.
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Figure 1c illustrates the surplus distribution corresponding to unconstrained surplus
maximization. Given the large value of �WL , market participation of the consumer type
� = 1 requires a low value of pWH - lower than vM , in this case - which in turn makes a low
value of pWH necessary to guarantee self-selection of the consumers.

6. EQUILIBRIUM WITH PARTIAL PROFIT APPROPRIATION

The main results of our numerical analysis of the case in which the monopolist does not
fully appropriate the surplus generated by the induced exchanges are summarized in Figure
2. Figures 2a, 2b and 2c are referred to a set of examples which share � = 2 and vG = 1
with the example in Figure 1. In the case of Figure 2d, we have instead � = 2 and vG = 2.

(A) The values of the
disclosure variables
(

� = 2, vG = 1
)

.

(B) The equilibrium
and the conditional
optimal watershed
(

� = 2, vG = 1
)

.

(C) The surplus from
the induced exchanges
at the optimum
and in equilibrium
(

� = 2, vG = 1
)

.

(D) The values of the
disclosure variables
(

� = 2, vG = 2
)

.

FIGURE 2. Some results for the case of partial participation of the mo-
nopolist in the sellers’ profits.

Figures 2a and 2d show the equilibrium and the surplus maximizing disclosure levels.
If �vG > l∗ + 1, as in the cases considered, then there is a value of �, denoted by �t, such
that �EL = 0 and �

E
L > 0 respectively hold if � ≤ �t and if � > �t. The figures also report the

average value of the disclosure parameter across all consumers. For relatively small values
of � and vG, as in the case of Figure 2a, �EH decreases strictly with �, and �EL increases strictly
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with � if � > �t. The average disclosure level respectively decreases and increases with � to
the left and to the right of �t, and falls systematically short of the level corresponding to the
surplus maximizing solution, approximately equal to 0.7756.

For large values of � and/or vG, the transition at �t is discontinuous, with an upward jump
of �EH , �

E
L and the average disclosure level - witness Figure 2d. �EH is generally decreasing,

except for this jump; �EL is increasing to the immediate right of �t, but may be decreasing for
higher values of �, as it is the case in Figure 2d. The average disclosure level is decreasing,
as in the case of low values of � and vG, if � ≤ �t, but is either decreasing (as in the Figure)
or non-monotonic if � > �t.

Figure 2b shows the watershed value of �, both at the equilibrium and at the surplus
maximizing configuration conditional on �EH and �EL . The monopolist generally serves an
excessively large number of consumers through the low disclosure-offer. Both watershed
levels are increasing if � ≤ �t and decreasing if � > �t. This qualitative pattern is independent
of the values of � and vG; if � and/or vG are large, conditional surplus maximization may
require all consumers to choose offerH , for values of � slightly smaller than �t. The price
pEH is positive and strictly decreasing; pEL is equal to vM if � ≤ �t, and is strictly decreasing
- and thus negative - if � > �t.

Figure 2c shows that for small values of � and vG, the surplus increases with �, as the
monopolist internalizes an increasing part of the benefits from its production. For large
values of � and/or vG, the surplus actually decreases mildly if � > �t. This pattern is
observed for example in the case of � = 2 and vG = 2 - for which a specific figure is not
reported - and is due to the pressure toward large values of �H and �L that emerges for
intermediate values of �. This effect also lies behind the steep ascent of the equilibrium
surplus in Figure 2c, to the immediate right of �t.

The responses to changes in � largely reflects the monopolist’s use of the disclosure
variables to control the intensity of competition, and to ultimately achieve a profitable
distribution of the surplus from the induced exchanges. The sellers’ profits are generally
larger under offer L, and large values of �L, making low values of pL necessary to guarantee
market participation of the consumers who are more exposed to losses, are only justified if
the monopolist’s participation in the profits is correspondingly large. On the opposite side
of the preference spectrum, the more intense competition fostered by offer H allows the
respective consumers to realize a larger fraction of the gross surplus, and the monopolist
responds to lower values of � by increasing both �H and pH .

As to the abrupt regime switch observed for large values of � and/or vG, a large potential
surplus from the induced transactions makes disclosure potentially profitable even for
relatively low values of �. However, if � is low, the monopolist is unwilling to cut pL to
induce the consumers featuring high values of � to accept a small positive value of �L, as
most of the surplus would take the form of profits of which she only receives a small part.
Thus, the positive values of �EL are bounded away from 0, and leave the consumers with a
relatively large surplus.

7. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have investigated a model in which a monopolist can sell personal customer informa-
tion to other sellers, and thereby facilitate further exchanges. Each consumer faces a loss
which is positively related to the disclosure level, and depends on an idiosyncratic parameter
whose value is private information.

The monopolist makes two distinct offers. In equilibrium, the number of the consumers
choosing the low disclosure-offer and the disclosure levels are such that the average dis-
closure leve is generally too small to guarantee surplus maximization. A lower fractional
participation of the monopolist in the sellers’ profits typically induces more differentiated
disclosure levels; the response of the average disclosure level may be non-monotonic. The
model thus provides no support for limitations to information disclosure, and highlights the
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fact that any large (or small) disclosure level observed, considered in isolation, may be a
poor indicator of the average disclosure level faced by the consumers.

Some of the results can be traced back to an endogenous effect that emerges with our
matching routine, whereby each consumer can be contacted by multiple competing sellers. In
this setting, the higher disclosure level may be associated with a higher price, justified by the
benefits that the consumers derive from greater competition among the sellers. The concrete
relevance of this possibility could be investigated in future research. Further extensions of
the model could focus on:

(1) The endogenous determination of the information-processing routines and the risk
entailed by information disclosure - possibly in settings in which the incentives
existing under monopoly and under competition can be compared, along the lines
of the empirical research of Arora, Forman, Nandkumar and Telang (2010).

(2) The presence of sellers facing different degrees of potential competition in their
output markets, and the possible endogenous partition of the advertising market
into segments serving different seller types.

(3) The lack of awareness of the consequences of information disclosure on the con-
sumers’ part, considered for example in Acquisti and Varian (2005) and in Taylor
(2004), and its welfare effects.
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comments suggested the possibility to develop the present paper. We are also thankful to
participants in the 2015 SWEGPEC Workshop held in Örebro, Sweden.

8. APPENDIX: PROOFS

A.1. Proof of Lemma 1. We build on the argument used to establish existence of equilibria
with randomized pricing strategies in Butters (1977); Baye, Kovenock and de Vries (1992);
Varian (1980). LetΥ(q) andQ denote the cumulative distribution of the lowest price charged
by the competitors of any given seller and its support, given a disclosure level � > 0 - we
omit the subscript �, which is not necessary at this stage. We first observe that Q must be a
subset of some interval of the form

[

q, vG
]

. Prices above vG are ruled out by the voluntary
nature of trade. The lower bound q must be strictly positive, as each seller makes the only
offer faced by any consumer contacted with probability e−�� , and can therefore realize an
expected profit no smaller than e−��q > 0 by charging a price q ∈

(

0, vG
)

, regardless of the
other sellers’ strategies.

Secondly, the cumulative distributionΥ(q)must be continuous - andQmust have positive
measure in ℝ. If some price q̂ were a mass point of Υ(q), any seller choosing it could in
fact increase both her probability of trading and her expected profit by a discrete amount by
charging a price q̂ − �, for a small positive �.

Thirdly, Q must be an interval, and vG must be its least upper bound. If two hypothetical
prices q′ and q′′ in Q existed identifying a “gap”’

(

q′, q′′
)

which is not a subset of Q, then
the probabilities of trade at q′ and at q′′ would be identical, namely we would have Υ

(

q′
)

=
Υ
(

q′′
)

, and the expected profit would necessarily be greater at q′′. Similarly, if Q had an
upper bound q < vG, then each seller would have identical probabilities of trade at q and at
any price q̆ ∈

(

q, vG
)

, and the choice of q̆ would dominate that of q. The expected profit at
any price in Q must then be equal to e−��vG, and using q

(

1 −
(

1 − e−��
)

Υ(q)
)

= e−��vG,
we obtain Q =

[

e−��vG, vG
]

and

Υ(q) = 1
1 − e−��

(

1 −
e−��vG
q

)

. (A.1)
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UsingΥ(q) =
∑∞
k=1 e

−�� (�� (1 − F (q)))k ∕k!, we can verify that (A.1) obtains, for example,
if the cumulative distribution of each seller’s price over Q is

F (q) = 1 − 1
��
log

(

vG
q

)

.

As to (3b), let �k denote the profit that each seller can ideally expect, if k sellers contacted
a consumer, and set �0 = 0. As the profit per seller at any price in Q is an expectation taken
over all strictly positive numbers of sellers, we must have

e−��vG =
Σ∞k=1�kk�k
Σ∞k=1�kk

. (A.2)

The ex-ante expected profit flow referred to our continua of sellers and consumers, both
of which have unit size, can be expressed in terms of the probability of receiving one of k
“tickets” granting a probability of selling the product to each consumer, with at most one
ticket assigned to each seller. As the expected payoff for the holder of each ticket is equal to
�k, we have

 = Σ∞k=0�kk�k (by definition)
= Σ∞k=1�kk�k (as �0 × 0 × �0 = 0)

= Σ∞i=1�kk ×
Σ∞k=1�kk�k
Σ∞i=1�kk

(we multiply and divide by Σ∞i=1�kk)

= Σ∞k=0�kk × e
−��vG (by (A.2) and �0 × 0 = 0)

= ��e−��vG (as the matches follow a Poisson distribution).

The total surplus in (3c) is obtained by noting that each consumer accepts the lowest price
faced, if any, with probability 1, and that a surplus vG is therefore generated, per consumer,
if and only if at least one offer is received. Finally, the consumer surplus in (3a) is obtained
by using the difference � −  .

A.2. Proof of Proposition 1. The value of l ∈ (0, 1) that maximizes w
(

�H , �L,l
)

in (4),
given �L and �H , is readily found to be equal to

l̂ = min

{

max

{
(

e−�L� − e−�H �
)

vG
�H − �L

, 0

}

, 1

}

. (A.3)

Under our assumptions on the exchange technology, the conditional optimal surplus

ŵ
(

�H , �L
)

= w
(

�H , �L,l
)

|

|

|l=l̂
,

must be smaller than vM outside a closed, bounded subset ofℝ2,≥+ that includes (0, 0). Notice
also that the planner should choose different disclosure levels for the two offers, and serve
some consumers under each offer. This conclusion is established by using an argument that
relies on the fact that d��d��

is always bounded away from 0, and is similar to that used in the
proof of Lemma 3 to handle the slightly more complex case of the monopolist’s optimum.
Continuity and differentiability of ŵ

(

�H , �L
)

then ensure that the same function achieves a
maximum over ℝ2,≥+ , and that the first order-conditions are verified at the optimum, taking
into due account the possibility of �L = 0. Given �H > �L,

)ŵ(�H ,�L)
)�H

= 0 requires

2�e−�H �
(

�H − �L
)

− e−�L� + e−�H � = 0 (A.4)
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whereas )ŵ(�H ,�L)
)�L

= 0 requires at least one between
(

2�vGe−�L� − 1
) (

�H − �L
)

−
(

e−�L� − e−�H �
)

vG = 0, (A.5)

�H − �L −
(

e−�L� − e−�H �
)

vG = 0. (A.6)

By rearranging (A.4) and (A.5), we obtain

2�vGe−�H � =

(

e−�L� − e−�H �
)

vG
�H − �L

= 2�vGe−�L� − 1, (A.7)

and therefore 2�vGe−�L� − 2�vGe−�H � = 1. Using (A.3), we can then write

2�vGe−�H � = l̆ = 2�vGe−�L� − 1, (A.8)

where
l̆ = 1

2�
(

�H − �L
) (A.9)

is the optimized watershed value of �. The first and the second equality in (A.8) respectively
yield the expressions for �WH and �WL for the case of �vG >

l∗+1
2 in (8), with l∗ replaced by

l̆. To establish that l̆ = l∗ ∈ (0, 1), we can use these expressions in (A.9), and note that
the equation thereby obtained coincides with (7), which has a unique solution.

On the other hand, (A.3) and (A.6) together imply l̂ = (e−�L�−e−�H �)vG
�H−�L

= 1. Any solution
to the system comprised of (A.4) and (A.6) therefore entails all consumers accepting offer
H , and can be disregarded in relation to surplus maximization.

If �vG ≤ l∗+1
2 , then at least 1� log

(

2�vG
l∗

+ 1
)

in (8) is negative. The requirement of
differentiated disclosure levels then leaves us then with (A.4), which turns into (6) if �L = 0.
The only positive solution to (A.4) necessarily coincides with the surplus maximizing choice
of �H , and the optimal watershed value of � is expressed by the leftmost equation in (A.7)

A.3. Proof of Lemma 2. The monopolist can certainly realise a positive profit by selling
her product without disclosing any information, and we restrict attention to quadruples
(

�H , �L, pH , pH
)

that guarantee a positive profit. If any such quadruple is such that some
positive, real-valued ! exists for which the prices pH + ! and pL + ! also guarantee
satisfaction of the participation constraints for all consumers, then the monopolist could
replace pH and pL by pH +! and pL +! without affecting the watershed value of � defined
by (10), and thereby necessarily increase her profit.

Moreover, if ! > 0 is such that pH − ! and pL − ! are the greatest prices for which all
participation constraints hold, then the assumption of a large value of vM , given bounded
gains from disclosure, implies that the monopolist could increase her profit by replacing pH
and pL by pH − ! and by pL − !.

Hence, at the optimum, all participation constraints must hold, and one or more constraints
must hold as equalities. The claim is then established by noting that u1

(

�1
)

< u�
(

�1
)

≤
u�

(

��
)

for any � ∈ [0, 1), and that the most demanding constraint therefore pertains to type
� = 1.

A.4. Proof of Lemma 3. To show that the monopolist must use both offers, we consider
a benchmark in which all consumers accept the same offer

(

�′, p′
)

, which yields a non-
negative profit. To show that this cannot be an optimum, it is sufficient to find a further
offer

(

�′′, p′′
)

such that, if a prime or a double prime denotes variables associated with the
respective offer, the following requirements are both satisfied:

(1) There exists some � > 0 such that the consumer types � ∈
[

0, �
)

prefer
(

�′′, p′′
)

to
(

�′, p′
)

. By continuity of u� in (1) w.r.t. �, this condition is verified if type � = 0
strictly prefers

(

�′′, p′′
)

to
(

�′, p′
)

, namely if �′ − p′ < �′′ − p′′.
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(2) The profit per consumer from offer
(

�′′, p′′
)

is strictly greater than the profit from
offer

(

�′, p′
)

, namely p′ + ��′� ′ < p′′ + ��′′� ′′.
By rearranging these requirements, we obtain

��
(

�′ ′ − �′′ ′′
)

< p′′ − p′ < �′′ − �′. (A.10)

As lim�′′→∞
{

�′′
}

= vG, lim�′′→∞
{

 ′′
}

= 0 and ��′� ′ + �′ ≤ �′ < vG, we have

lim
�′′→∞

{

�′′ − �′ − ��
(

�′ ′ − �′′ ′′
)}

= vG − �′ − ��′� ′ > 0.

Thus, a suitably large value of �′′ guarantees existence of values of the difference p′′ − p′
satisfying (A.10), and of an offer

(

�′′, p′′
)

satisfying requirements 1 and 2.

A.5. Proof of Lemma 4. It is readily verified that as each offer must be accepted by a
set of consumers with positive mass, by Lemma 3, offer L must strictly dominate offerH
for the consumer type � = 1. Equation (11) then yields the expression for p∗L

(

�H , �L
)

in (16b). The expression for p∗H
(

�H , �L
)

in (16a) is obtained from the first and second
order-conditions for maximization of �

(

�H , �L, pH , pL
)

|

|

|pL=p∗L(�H ,�L)
w.r.t. pH .

A.6. Proof of Proposition 2. Let us define a profit function Π
(

�H , �L
)

, which is equal
to �

(

�H , �L, pH , pL
)

in (14), evaluated at the optimal prices in (16), if the value of the
watershed �

(

�H , �L, pH , pL
)

in (10) thereby defined is in [0, 1]; otherwise, we set the price
of the offer that should be accepted - if any - at its optimal level, and choose any price for
the other offer(s) at any level that rules out acceptance.

Similarly to ŵ
(

�H , �L
)

in the proof of Proposition 1,Π
(

�H , �L
)

is smaller thanΠ(0, 0) =
vM for values of the pair

(

�H , �L
)

outside a bounded subset of ℝ2,≥+ . We can then consider
any closed, bounded superset of this set, and invoke continuity of Π

(

�H , �L
)

to conclude
that the monopolist’s problem does have a solution, and that the model does admit an
equilibrium.

A.7. Proof of Proposition 3. We proceed along the lines of the proof of Proposition 1, and
observe that the watershed value of the nuisance parameter corresponding to the prices in
(16), with � = 1, is equal to

i =

(

e−�L� − e−�H �
)

vG
2
(

�H − �L
) . (A.11)

As to the monopolist’s first order-conditions, )ΠM (�H ,�L))�H
= 0, for ΠM

(

�H , �L
)

defined in
the proof of Proposition 2, requires

e−�L� − e−�H � − 2�e−�H �
(

�H − �L
)

= 0, (A.12)

and )ΠM (�H ,�L)
)�L

= 0 requires at least one between
(

e−�L� − e−�H �
)

vG − 2
(

�e−�L�vG − 1
) (

�H − �L
)

= 0 (A.13)

and
(

e−�L� − e−�H �
)

vG − 2
(

�H − �L
)

= 0. (A.14)
(A.12) and (A.13) imply

�e−�H �vG =

(

e−�L� − e−�H �
)

vG
�H − �L

= �e−�L�vG − 1, (A.15)

and therefore �vG
(

e−�L� − e−�H �
)

= 1 and, using again (A.11),

�e−�L�vG − 1 = l̆ = �e−�H �vG, (A.16)
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where l̆ is defined by (A.9). (A.16) then implies (17), whereby
(

�H , �H
)

∈ ℝ2,≥+ requires
�vG > l̆ + 1, and a further reference to (A.9) allows us to recover (7), and to establish
l̆ = l∗. By contrast, (A.14), together with (A.11), implies i = 1, which is ruled out by
Lemma 4, and can thus be discarded.

If �vG ≤ l∗ + 1, then by Lemma 4 we are left with (A.12), which turns into (6) if we set
�L = 0. These equations identify the solution to the monopolist’s problem, together with
the watershed value of � identified by the leftmost equality in (A.15).
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